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What is corrosion?
§ Corrosion is the destructive result of chemical reaction between a metal or

metal alloy and the environment
§ In nature most metal atoms are present in chemical compounds (minerals;

oxides, hydroxides, different salts)
§ Generally the conversion rate is very slow but in aggressive environment the

rate can increase detrimentally causing corrosion
§ In electrochemical corrosion the metal atoms change to ions (by liberating

electrones ) and the current flows from the metal to the solution in contact with
it

Anode:
M ® Mn+ + ne-

Cathode:
O2 + 2H2O +4 e- ®
4OH- or
2H+ + 2e- ® H2



MIC = Microbially or microbiologically
induced or influenced corrosion
• Is not a new form of corrosion
= electrochemical corrosion in which
microbes or their metabolic by-products
induce changes in chemical or physical
conditions

What is MIC?
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Why to study MIC?

§ In oxygen-free water, the corrosion rate of steel and copper is low,
unless the water is very acidic or there is microbiological activity in the
environment
§ The groundwater contains up to 105 microbial cells mL-1 with

considerable species diversity
§ Microorganisms may significantly contribute to corrosion

by producing corrosive metabolic products (reduced sulphur species, mineral
and organic acids, ammonia, nitrite)
by consuming oxygen, producing and consuming hydrogen formation of
differential aeration and concentration cells
by forming discontinuous accumulations         crevice areas
by oxidising iron(II) ions to iron(III) ions or manganese(II) to manganese(IV)
ions or ammonia to nitrites         strong oxidants
by accelerating the electrochemical part reactions
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Corrosion mechanisms of copper in water
• Copper is relatively noble metal which corrosion resistance behaviour

in waters depends on the formation of relatively thin adherent
corrosion product films (mainly Cu2O)

• Besides Cu2O there are several other solid corrosion products that
can be formed at the copper-water interface

• Species more likely to be present in waters are:
• C, CO2, Cl2, Cl-, NO2, Fe, Na2SO4, HSO4

-, SO4
2-, S, H2S, HS-, SO2,

• Copper compounds can be formed, such as:
• Cu2O, Cu2S, CuO, CuCl, CuOHCl, Cu(OH)2, CuS and CuSO·5H2O
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Corrosion mechanisms of copper in water

§ General corrosion

§ Pitting and crevice corrosion

§ stress corrosion cracking

§ erosion corrosion
§ intergranular corrosion
§ corrosion fatigue
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Corrosion mechanisms of copper relevant to the
repository environment, worst case scenarios

§Oxic stage:
§ general corrosion, pitting and crevice corrosion, stress corrosion

cracking
§ corrosive agents: oxygen, water quality, ammonium, nitrite,

temperature, changing environment
§ inhibitive agents: bentonite buffer

§ Anoxic stage:
§ general corrosion, pitting and crevice corrosion, stress corrosion

cracking
§ corrosive agents: sulphide, acetate, organic acids
§ inhibitive agents: ”no oxygen”, ”bentonite buffer”
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Microorganisms associated with MIC of Copper

• Nitrogen cycling microbes:
• producing nitrate, acetate, ammonium, sulphide SCC

• Sulphate reducing bacteria, SRB:
• producing sulphide SCC, Pitting? , general corrosion?
• 2Cu+2HS- Cu2S + H2 + S2-

• Diverse group of microbes:
• changing the environment on the surface of copper, producing EPS

localised corrosion under the biofilm

• Manganese- and iron-oxidizing bacteria, MFOB
• producing strong oxidants
• tubercles, accumulation of chlorides resulting deposition of ferric and

manganese chlorides           pitting corrosion
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Results from our studies

§MICCU -project 2013-2014
§ Final stages of disposal: temperature ~ that of the surrounding bedrock (10 °C), all

oxygen consumed (anoxic state)
§ Copper in direct contact with groundwater (chemistry stabilized with bentonite)
§ Simulated groundwater, abiotic control
§ Sulfate Reducing Bacteria (SRB) present

§ BASUCA -project started 2015 -
§ Same environment as in MICCU-project
§ SRB and methanogens (MA) present

§MICOR- project started 2015 –
§ Early stages of disposal: higher temperature (37 °C), oxygen present (oxic state)
§ copper in direct contact with groundwater (Onkalo PH22) with bentonite (MX80)

slurry
§ ammonium oxidizers (AOB) present (+ natural microbes from PH22)
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Experimental:
MICCU&BASUCA
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Experimental: MICOR



MICCU: SRB

BASUCA: SRB + methanogens



SRB

SRB+MAAOB



Corrosion rate, µm/a
gravimetric LPR, max/min

Biotic (SRB)
4 months 6.5 13.2
10 months 1.1 3.3
Abiotic (sterile)
4 months 2.1 2.3
10 months 2.2 3.9

Biotic (SRB + MA)
4 months 0.2 1/0.3
12 months 1.2 4.7/0.2
Abiotic (sterile)
4 months 1.1 5.3/0.4
12 months 0.95 3/0.2

Biotic (AOB)
3 months 16.2-16.9
11 months 13.5-15.9
Abiotic
3 months 13.2
11 months 17.6



SRB, 4 months
mostly
alphaproteobacteria in
biofilm
XRD: Cu, Cu2S,
(Cu2O, CuO)

SRB, 10 months,
mostly deltaproteobacteria
and clostridia
XRD: Cu, Cu2S,(CuO)

SRB+MA, 4 months
EDS: Cu, C, O, S
XRD: Cu, Cu2S, Cu2O, CuO

Abiotic, 4 months
EDS: Cu, O, C XRD: Cu, Cu2O, CuO



A&B:SRB+MA, 12
months,
EDS: Cu, C, O, S
XRD: Cu, Cu2O

C&D: Abiotic
EDS: Cu, O, C
and locally Cl
XRD: Cu, Cu2O

AOB+ natural groundwater+bentonite
mainly Cu2O and CaCO3



U-bends for
studying SCC
SRB+MA

4BIO SRB+MA 12BIO SRB+MA4BIO SRB+MA 12BIO SRB+MA
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Summary
§ Our experimental setup seems to work well
§ In biotic environments the microbes had attached to the copper surface and formed

biofilm
§ In biotic anoxic environments the average corrosion rate (measured with weight loss) is

either clearly higher (6.5 µm/a) or at the same level (1-2 µm/a) than in abiotic
environment depending on the properties of formed surface films (Cu2S and biofilms)

§ It seems that enrichment of SRB might be more aggressive towards copper than
enrichment of SRB and methanogens together

§ Microbes in Olkiluoto groundwater are able to produce several components inducing a
risk for stress corrosion cracking (SCC)

§ In oxic environment the corrosion rates were higher (14-18 µm/a) than in anoxic and they
were at the same level regardless of the environment (biotic/abiotic)

§ According to the EIS measurements also the surface properties resembled each other
§ the presence of oxygen and the chemistry of the ground water played a more important

role with respect to behaviour of copper specimens than the presence of mixed-species
bacteria that were present at relatively low amounts.
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Conlusions and ongoing/further studies

§ These results show that the prediction of microbiological activity
and its effects to corrosion is challenging.

Thus more research, especially long exposure studies are
needed to be able to evaluate the possible influence of MIC to the
long-term safety of nuclear waste disposal concept

§ Anoxic studies: the effect of temperature (37°C), the effect of
oxic stage to the corrosin in anoxic stage, real water/simulated
water, SRB, acetogenes and methanogens
§Oxic studies: the effect of temperature (24 and 60°C), real water

from Onkalo, oxic samples to anoxic environment
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